HONORS FOR PHANOSTHENES,ANTIOCHIDES
AND THEIR ASSOCIATES
(PLATE

68)

HE document here discussed results from the association of five non-joining
fragments, all now in the Epigraphical Collection of the National Archaeological Museum in Athens.'
Fragments b and c were first associated with one another by B. D. Meritt,2 and
fragments d and e were first associated with one another by E. Schweigert; 3 in
November, 1968, I came to the conclusion that all four belonged together as parts
of the same document; I published themnas such in 1970.4 At the same time I
published for the first time fragment a, but as a separate document of the same
approximate date.5 Subsequently D. M. Lewis suggested to me that it belonged
with the other four fragments,' and, after further examination of all five fragments
in Athens in 1971, I agreed with him. It is not possible, however, to decide upon
the exact position of the five fragments of the stele from which they derive, although
physical as well as epigraphical considerations restrict the choice of position.
?9

Fragment a (EM 2505) is of unknown provenance; it was first published by me in
1970.7 The back has split away and is now lost; no edge is preserved.
Height, 0.071 m.; width, 0.050 m.; preserved thickness, 0.011 m.
Letter height, 0.010 m.; horizontal checker,0.0134 m.; vertical checker, 0.0135 m.
Fragnmentb (EM 13374; formerly Agora Inventory I 419) was found in a modern
context in excavation of the Athenian Agora on February 10, 1933.8 The roughpicked back is preserved, but no edge.
1 here acknowledge the financial support afforded me by the Canada Council which enabled
me to spend the summer of 1971 in Athens. I am also grateful to Mrs. Dina Peppas-Delmouzou, the
Director of the Epigraphical Collection of the National Archaeological Museum in Athens, for permission to study these and other fragments under her care, and for permission to publish fragment a.
S.E.G.
2 "Attic Inscriptions of the Fifth Century," Hesperia 14, 1945, pp. 129-132, no. 16 (=
X, 131).
Inscriptions from the North Slope of the Acropolis," Hesperia 7, 1938, pp. 269-270, no. 4
(= S.E.G. X, 79).
4Athenian Proxenies of the Fifth Century B.C., Dissertation, The University of British
Columbia, 1970, pp. 429-445, no. 44.
5 Op. cit. (note 4 above), pp. 503-505, no. 53.
8 Correspondence of February 13, April 20 and June 25, 1971.
7 Op. cit. (note 4 above), pp. 503-505, no. 53.
8 B. D. Meritt, loc. cit. (note 2 above).
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Height, 0.335 m.; width, 0.358 m.; tlhickness,0.130 m.
Letter height, 0.010-0.011 im.; horizontal checker, 0.0136 m.; vertical checker,
0.0140 m.
Fragment c (EM 6616) is of unknown provenance; it was first published in 1873
by A. Kirchhoff, from a transcript made by U. Kohler.9 The left edge is preserved,
but the back has split away and is lost.
Height, 0.265 m.; width, 0.263 m.; preserved thickness, 0.073 m.
Letter height, 0.010-0.011 im.; horizontal checker, 0.0133 m.; vertical checker,
0.0140 m.
Fragment d (EM 12948) was found in excavation of the North Slope of the
Akropolis, northwest of the Sanctuary of Eros and Aphrodite on April 12, 1937.10
Neither the back nor any edge is preserved.
Height, 0.078 m.; width, 0.095 m.; preserved thickness, 0.017 m.
Letter height, 0.010-0.011 m.; horizontal checker, 0.0136 mi.; vertical checker,
0.0140 m.
Fragment e (EM 6847) was found in excavation of the Erechtheion on the Akropolis
and first published in 1886 by A. Kirchhoff from a transcript made by H. G. Lolling.1"
The left edge is preserved, but the back has split away and is lost. There is a vertical
uninscribed space of 0.110 m. below the last inscribed line.
Height, 0.240 m.; width, 0.280 m.; preserved thickness, 0.076 m.
Letter height, 0.010-0.011 m.; horizontal checker, 0.0133 ni.; vertical checker,
0.0140 m.
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ca. 420-414 B.C.
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The marble from which this stele was cut is of unusual color and texture, bluish
gray and slatelike, resembling Hymettian, rather than Pentelic, that breaks easily
into large, flat flakes. It is most common in stelai of the last 30 years of the 5th
century B.c.12 The planes upon which this stone is cut are only slightly different
from the natural planes of flaking; this slight difference between the natural and
12 An incomplete list includes I.G. I2, 106 a (- I2 ,48); 116; 119; 133; 147; 150; 152; II2,
60; 73; S.E.G. X, 112; 120; 129; 135. All, save I.G. J2, 116 (408/7 B.c.), Lackprecise dates, but
surely belong in the last 30 years of the 5th century B.C.
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the artificial planes is an aid to restoration, since in this particular block of stone
the decay of intervening layers of softer stone produced a tendency for the stele
to split into three flakes at the top (of fragment b), or two at the bottom. The flake
that includes the obverse (inscribed) face of the stele is thickest at the top and left:
fragment b, preserving the back of the stele, consists of three flakes whose foliation
is very marked; fragment c consists of two flakes that split apart while in the
Museum and have been cemented together. While these two fragments do not join,
observation of the foliation confirms Meritt's arrangement of them; they are separated by a minimum gap of 0.022 m., fragment b above and to the right of c;
in line 12 there is only one complete letter missing.13
Fragments d and a consist of a single flake, while fragment e comprises two
flakes that have not yet split apart. Since the left side of the stele is preserved on the
rearmost flake of fragment c, and both flakes of fragment e, it is pcossibleto use a
straight edge to determine the plane of foliation and thus the relative positions of
these two fragments: there is a gap of ca. four lines between the last line of f ragment c and the first line of fragment e. Fragments d and a are less easy to place,
but here the tendency of the obverse flake to become thinner towards the right edge
of the stele is an aid to restoration: the obverse flake of fragment c is 0.020 m. thick
on the left, 0.018 m. thick on the right; since fragment d is 0.017 m. and 0.016 m.
thick on the left and right respectively, it should lie somewhat to the right of c and e:
the higher it is on the stele the further to the right must it be set. Since epigraphical
considerations, I believe, prevent it being set level with fragmetnt e, I have put it
out near the right edge, its top level with the bottom of c; its text, a publication
formula, is, in any case, best placed near the end of the decree. Unfortunately,
fragment a cannot be treated in the same way, although it exhibits similar physical
characteristics: I have been unable to devise any restoration that would allow its
placing near the bottom of the stele; if it does belong in the same document, it must,
therefore, be set well above fragment b, near the top of the stele, as, indeed, the
slight difference in horizontal checker measurements suggests. Of the several possible restorations I have therefore chosen one that includes parts of a decree preamble:
I assume that at the top of the stele the stone comprised four flakes, only the obverse
flake being preserved on this fragment.
I believe that the stele was a large one, containing the texts of at least two
decrees of related subject matter: fragment a would be the preamble and opening
lines of the first, while fragments b, c and d would comprise the bulk of the second;
fragment e, with its peculiar terminal punctuation mark, is surely a postscript or
amendment to this second decree.14
Op. cit. (note 2 above), p. 130.
14See S. Dow, review of B. D. Meritt, Epigraphica Attica, in Class. Phil. 37, 1942, p. 324;
Dow gives the normal proportions of thickness to width to height of a stele as one to four and a
13
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The subject of Decree I cannot be determined; that of Decree II is the importation of oars for ships, free of the one-percent harbor tax (II, 9-15), and their
delivery to the trieropoioi. The two men principally concerned in this, Antiochides
and Phanosthenes, are accorded various honors by the Athenian state (II, 15-27),
while the postscript, or, more likely, amendment,honors two other groups of euergetai
(I 28-33).
Meritt15 rightly pointed out that in the second decree the dual forms (II, 19
and 21) indicate that two men are being honored and that these are the persons
whose names appear at II, 3 and 16; of these, Antiochides is otherwise unknown,
but J. Kirchner long ago suggested that Phanosthenes was the Andrian of that
name who came to Athens ca. 411 B.C. and served as an Athenian general in 407/6
B.C.16 Presumably, in order to achieve election to the strategeia, Phanosthenes must
have been granted Athenian citizenship at some time prior to his generalship, but,
if he was mentioned in the document here discussed, at some time subsequent to the
passage of Decree II, since the formulae of II, 23-24 are applicableonly to foreigners.
The context of the decree could be the same set of circumstances that gave rise
to I.G. I2, 105 (dated probably to 407/6 B.C.), a decree honoring Archelas of Makedonia for his help to the Athenians in the construction of a fleet to be used to ferry
troops to Ionia; this is Meritt's suggestion,'7 and he points out that the verb &caKOVEv
(II, 21) suggests that Phanosthenes was in a position of responsibility " less easily
defined than that of a general."
A clue to the date of the decree may be provided by the mention (II, 9-10)
of a one-percent harbor tax: such a tax existed from ca. 424-414 B.C., when it was
presumably superseded by the general five-percent harbor tax that replaced the
imposition of tribute between 414 and 410 B.C.; after 410 Meritt believes, when
tribute was re-imposed, the harbor tax reverted to its pre-414 level.18
H. B. Mattingly, however, provides evidence from Aristophanes (Frogs, 363)
that points to the probable continuance of the five-percent tax down to 405 B.C.;
he implies that the two taxes would have been mutually exclusive. Mattingly further
half to nine. The stele here discussed is 0.130 m. thick, so that its original width and hleight should
have been ca. 0.585 m. and 1.170 m. The preserved height, not counting fragment a, is ca. 0.650 m.
Meritt's line of 46 letters actually gives a width of ca. 0.620 m., including margins, only slightly
greater than is allowed by Dow's formula.
15 Op. cit. (note 2 above), p. 130.
16 Prosopographia Attica II, Berlin, 1903, no. 14083. For his generalship and its date see Plato,
Ion, 541 d, Xenophon, Hellenika I 5, 18, and W. S. Ferguson, The Treasures of Athena, Cambridge, Mass., 1932, p. 45, note 1. For his career see A. E. Raubitschek, R.-E. XIX, 2, 1938, col.
1786: 3-53.
17 Loc. cit. (note 15 above).
18 Op. cit. (note 2 above), pp. 131-132.
19"
Periclean Imperialism," in Ancient Society and Institutions: Studies Presented to Victor
Ehrenblcrgon his Seventy-Fifth Birthday, Oxford, 1966, pp. 198-200.
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(II, 13) indicates a date not much later than
argues that the spelling Xpo&rOo[v]
420 B.C.: the form -&rOov died out and was replacedin the last 20 years of the century
by the form -&Oov. I am not sure that there is sufficient evidence to support the
latter argument, but Mattingly's point about the five-percent tax is well taken: the
decree should probably be placed in the middle of the decade 420-410 B.C., perhaps
in the context of preparations for the Sicilian Expedition, when, moreover, the fivepercent tax was not in existence: the decree mentions only the one-percent tax,
presumably the only tax current at the time of its passage. The letter forms used
in this document do not allow a dating more precise than the last quarter of the
5th century B.C.20

In general, I have followed Meritt and Schweigert in restoring this document,
though the latter's restorations have had to be adapted to fit the longer line: Meritt's
commentary on the opening lines of fragment b 21 indicates that when the stone was
first dug up there was more to be read than he felt justified in printing twelve years
later; my own examination of the stone revealed traces of two lines above Meritt's
line 1, and traces of letters elsewhere that confirm his restorations; I shall comment
on these only where I differ from Meritt.
While the surviving letters of II, 2 tempted me to restore the preamble of a
decree here, the position of the alpha in line 1 rules out such a restoration; that it is
an alpha I have no doubt. Consequently I think that line 2 will prove to contain
some such formula as [a-wvy]p[a]/lpta[&Ea i-?v ie- /oXe].
In line 4 Meritt restores [ro]Zs 'AGEvatiov;I am somewhat sceptical about this:
to find the Athenians mentioned with the definite article is most unusual. In line 7
Meritt reports "a lower left vertical stroke as of K, N, TT, etc." He prints an
h6Croqav ho &I.M31 I could
undotted pi, however, and restores r[ai8a av'rOvhVo-rEpov
of the restoration ir[at8as
I
am
sceptical
letter:
moreover,
detect no trace at all of this
avrov] without the article.
In fragment e the presence of two groups of euergetai (II, 30-32) suggests a
postscript or an amendment acknowledging the services of associates or compatriots
of the two principal honorands: there is very little space for any name other than
an ethnic in line 31 22 and I have therefore restored, somewhat tentatively, the ethnic
['Av8ptio]; this of course depends upon the identification of Phanosthenes as an
Andrian.
In line 29 the surviving letters and letter traces raise several problems; no really
satisfactory restoration comes to mind. A. Wilhelm suggested that the first two
See M. B. Walbank, "Criteria for the Dating of Fifth-Century Attic Inscriptions," in
Tribute to Benjamin Dean Meritt, Locust Valley, N. Y., 1974, pp. 161-169, especially pp.
166-169.
21
Loc. cit. (note 18 above).
22
Ae A. Wilhelm, Attische Urkunden V, Vienna, 1939, pp. 85-86.
20
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letters of line 29 might be part of a place-name in the dative, such as [E'V 80V] Irt,
and restored a praise formula in the rest of this line.23 This may well be correct.
I doubt, however, whether the two principal honorandswould be mentioned here, both
because of the absence of a dual line in line 30, which implies a group of honorands,
such as a man and his sons, and because such mention of Phanosthenes and Antiochides would surely be superfluous. It might be possible to restore a grant of
proxenia in this line, as I suggested in 1970,24 but I suggest that the letter traces
after TI could just as likely be part of a man's name.25 A weakness of the text that
I print now is the absence of terminal nu before epsilon of the honorand's name.

The letters might also be the end of a word, such as [ho] Inror [Ka0O6] Ine,or even
[ESboo-EOL(a]In, but I have been unable to devise any satisfactory restoration on
these lines.
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Loc. cit. (note 22 above).
444. One might restore, for example, as follows: brat[veoat 8e T0s
7raas
ca t a4vayp 4rat
7rpoXafEvos Ka] 1t. However, I do not believe that any part of this document
involves a grant of proxenia. It might also be possible to restore a simple euergesia, for example:
23

A24
Athenian Proxenies, p.
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25 My tentative restoration of lines 28-29 runs as follows: [ErE
ra\1A\Eva'XkaKacOa7rEpTEt /3OXEt
hoWt8uavEpaya0o's E'a] n'Errac[v'Tog ( ?) 7reptTov 8Elov aZYrOV Kat T \r rat8a ypauca] | K. T. .
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